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Everyone has something that inspires them to do better and for me it is becoming a 

pediatrician. Being a part of the Northeast Georgia Health System Internship Program would be 

a door that would open up and allow me to learn more about who I can become. This program 

would offer me the chance to see what the medical field is like and if I really want to pursue my 

dream. I would be honored to be a part of this program since it will allow me to build up my 

strengths, focus on my weaknesses, and gain useful experience. 

Throughout my life I've learned to work for what I want and never give up on that dream. 

What I want to be is a pediatrician. I am qualified to be a part of this amazing program because 

I’m a strong young lady who is eager to learn, is responsible, and loves to help people. Some 

steps that I have taken to achieve my dream career is that I have set short term goals like making 

good grades and developing skills such as: Having strong work ethic, empathy, and 

communication skills. I always see what I can do to make myself a better person and I strive 

every day to improve on these. I love helping people and there would be a great opportunity in 

this program for me to do so. I would gain so much experience during this that would be crucial 

for my future schooling and work place. Becoming a part of this program will allow me to work 

on my weaknesses, and build my strengths, while gaining so much beneficial information. 

This program will allow me to see and learn many things for my future. Not only will I 

be doing what I love but I'll be getting knowledge and a different view at how it would be to 

work in the healthcare profession. This internship would help me prepare for my future career by 

teaching me healthcare skills and ways to treat a patient by having hands-on experience. I would 

appreciate the opportunity to be in this program and will put my best effort in order for me to 

achieve my goal of becoming a pediatrician and for the Northeast Georgia Hospital. 


